This paper examines crop planning in sustainable agriculture. In contrast to industrial agriculture---which relies on continuous planting of a single crop over multiple growing periods---sustainable agriculture relies on planting of multiple crops that have rotation benefits across periods. We consider a farmer who periodically chooses the farmland allocation between two crops in the presence of revenue uncertainty, where revenue is stochastically larger and farming cost is lower when a crop is planted in a rotated farmland---where the other crop was planted in the previous period. We identify two strategies, rotate (plant each crop in the rotated farmland) and monoculture (plant only one of the crops) that characterize the optimal periodic allocation decision. We provide rules of thumb for the impact of revenue uncertainty: The farmer benefits from a lower revenue correlation between two crops and a higher revenue volatility of each crop only when this volatility is sufficiently high; otherwise, a lower volatility is beneficial. Using a calibration based on a farmer growing corn and soybean in Iowa, we show that sustainable agriculture has substantial value over industrial agriculture. We propose a simple sustainable heuristic allocation policy, and characterize the periodic allocation decision with this policy in closed form. Using our model calibration, we show that the proposed policy not only outperforms the commonly suggested heuristic policies in the literature but also provides a nearoptimal performance.
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